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(57) ABSTRACT 

In a method for current regulation of permanently excited 
synchronous motors for guided missiles With an electrome 
chanical actuating drive for the rudder, the commanded 
current is alWays guided orthogonally to the magnet-Wheel 
?oW. Further: 

a) from measured current of tWo voltage phases, a 
measured magnitude of a current-space pointer is 
determined and an error value for the current is 
added to a desired value of the amount via a correc 
tion regulator; and 

b) from measured current of tWo voltage phases as Well 
as from the angle command of the current-space 
pointer, a measurement for the angle error is deter 
mined and added to the desired angle value via a 
correction regulator. 

The method according to the invention can be implemented 
With little hardWare expenditure and in a compact design 
siZe, even for high rotational speeds of >10,000 min-1. 
Current-regulating methods used heretofore, Which involve 
frequency response compensation in polar coordinates, can 
not be used With synchronous motors, i.e. explicit determi 
nation of the angle of the space-current pointer fails in cases 
Where the measured current disappears. 
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METHOD FOR CURRENT REGULATION OF 
PERMANENTLY EXCITED SYNCHRONOUS 

MOTORS FOR GUIDED MISSILES HAVING AN 
ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATING DRIVE 

FOR THE RUDDER 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0001] This application claims the priority of German 
patent document 100 07 120.1, ?led Feb. 17, 2000, the 
disclosure of Which is expressly incorporated by reference 
herein. 

[0002] The invention relates to a method for regulating the 
current How in a permanently excited synchronous motor for 
a guided missile having an electromechanical actuating 
drive for the rudder. 

[0003] As a result of ever more stringent requirements in 
respect of dynamics, Weight and volume, the use of elec 
tromechanical rudder actuating systems in modern guided 
missiles is increasing. For this purpose, permanently excited 
synchronous machines With high energy magnets are used as 
servomotors, due to their loW axial mass moment of inertia, 
their excellent Wear resistance and their substantial energy 
density. For space reasons and because of the loW axial mass 
moment of inertia of the arrangement, force is transmitted to 
the rudder via a roller spindle driven arrangement, in Which 
the spindle itself is directly linked in a rigid connection to 
the rotor of the machine. Such a device is described in detail 
in German patent document DE 196 35 847 C2. 

[0004] Due to the transmission ratio betWeen the machine 
and the rudder, the high-frequency spindle drive must be of 
compact design. 

[0005] One object of the invention, therefore, is to provide 
a method of current regulation Which results in maximum 
utiliZation of the machine at high revolutions. 

[0006] Another object of the invention is to provide a 
miniaturiZed drive that achieves excellent circular accelera 
tion. 

[0007] To this end, for a given amount of the commanded 
armature current, the phase position of the impressed 
machine current must be corrected such that the machine 
develops maximum torque. In spite of extraneous interfer 
ence effects, the method must carry out a robust compen 
sation of the phase-frequency characteristic at high rota 
tional speeds. In the case of implementation on a 
microprocessor, computing time requirements of the method 
and the requirements concerning scanning time of the con 
trol algorithm, are to be kept as loW as possible. 

[0008] These and other advantages are achieved by the 
method according to the invention, in Which the command 
current is alWays guided orthogonally to the magnet-Wheel 
?oW. Further: 

[0009] a) from measured current of tWo voltage 
phases, a measured magnitude of a current-space 
pointer is determined and an error value for the 
current is added to a desired value of the amount via 
a correction regulator; and 

[0010] b) from the measured current of tWo voltage 
phases as Well as from the angle command of the 
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current-space pointer, a measurement for the angle 
error is determined and added to the desired angle 
value via a correction regulator. 

[0011] Other objects, advantages and novel features of the 
present invention Will become apparent from the folloWing 
detailed description of the invention When considered in 
conjunction With the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the control circuit for 
carrying out the method according to the invention; 

[0013] FIG. 2 is a detailed representation of the block 
“polar current/voltage commands” of FIG. 1; 

[0014] FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of the cor 
rection regulator of FIG. 1; and 

[0015] FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram of the phase 
voltage regulator of FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0016] The current-regulating method according to the 
invention causes the commanded current IR to be guided 
orthogonally to the magnet-Wheel ?oW for maximum torque 
development. Calculations are performed in a polar coordi 
nate system With reference to the rotor (?eld-oriented con 

trol). 
[0017] FIG. 1 shoWs a block diagram of the control circuit 
With a circuit arrangement for implementing the method. 

[0018] In this embodiment, the permanently excited syn 
chronous motor 11 is connected on the input side to a ?nal 
control element 4. The ?nal control element itself comprises 
a dc. voltage intermediate circuit converter 6 Which is 
driven by a pulse-Width modulator 5. For measuring the 
position of the magnet Wheel, a resolver 10 is rigidly 
coupled to the shaft 12 of the synchronous machine 11. In 
transmitter signal processing 8, the magnet Wheel position 
angle YM is calculated as folloWs: 

sin y] (1) 7M :a tan 2[ 
cosy 

[0019] Conversion of the current command and the elec 
tromotive force compensation takes place in block 1 “polar 
current/voltage commands”, as illustrated in FIG. 2. The 
magnitude i Ac and phase angle so of the commanded current 
iR is calculated from: 

(3) 

[0020] In this, ET is the angle for dead-time correction in 
the digital implementation of the method, Zp is the pole-pair 
number of the synchronous motor and YEL is the electrical 
magnet Wheel angle: 
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[0021] 

[0022] The voltage MAC and the angle pc together form the 
calculated counter electromotive force of the synchronous 
motor: 

(6) d 
MAC = Keno 2' [1717M 

(7) 

[0023] The desired values of phase voltages of the three 
phase system are calculated after correction of the amount 
and the phase in block 2/FIG. 1“desired values of phase 
voltage”: 

. . [ 27f] (9) 12C : zAK-cos 5K + ? 

. . [ 27!] (10) 13C : zAK-cos 5K — € 

[0024] The amount iAK and the angle 6K result from 
adding the commanded values With the output values of 
correction regulator 9/ according to FIG. 1: 

iAK=iAC+6iK (11) 

eK=eC+6eK (12) 

[0025] Representation of the counter electromotive force 
in the three-phase system is as folloWs: 

uA1c=uAc'COS (PC) (13) 

[0026] In the correction regulator 9/FIG. 1, the current 
amount correction value oiKand the correction value of the 
current angle 66K are the output values of tWo PI regulators; 
FIG. 3 shoWs a function diagram. 

[0027] Values for the current error oiA and the angle error 
ioe in FIG. 3 are determined in block 7/FIG. 1“Polar current 
measuring values/errors”. For this purpose, the magnitude of 
the measured space-current pointer i AM is formed from the 
measured values i1M and i2M of the phase voltage: 
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(17) 

. . . 18 

[AM = “was < ) 

[0028] The error amount of the current then results for: 

6iA=iAC_l-AM (19) 
[0029] The fraction iD of the measured current iAM in 
longitudinal direction relative to the aXis of the magnet 
Wheel is used as the measure for the angle error. It must be 
pointed out that as a rule, direct calculation of the angle EM 
of the measured current by calculation from the atan2 
function is too intensive in computing time. Furthermore, in 
the case of i AM=0 the calculation fails because in this case 
the angle EM is indeterminate. Thus We arrive at the folloW 
ing: 

[0030] In addition, the value calculated in equation (20) 
corresponds to: 

i6e=iD-sign(iR)=iAM-sin(eC—eM) 

[0031] FIG. 4 is a function diagram that shoWs the phase 
voltage regulator 3/FIG. 1. The ampli?cations K1 and K2 in 
FIG. 4 are to be set such that in the case of a ?xed-voltage 
rotor of the synchronous motor 11/FIG. 1, the measured 
current i AM asymptotically folloWs the commanded current 
iR in the case of iR being stepped. From this, ampli?cation 
K2 is determined as follows: 

[0032] In FIG. 4, RW designates the ohmic resistance of a 
phase of the machine 11/FIG. 1. 

[0033] The commanded phase voltages according to FIG. 
4 result from: 

[0034] The method according to the invention can be 
implemented With little hardWare expenditure and in a 
compact design siZe, even for high rotational speeds 
of >10,000 min-1. Current-regulating methods used previ 
ously, Which involve frequency response compensation in 
polar coordinates, cannot be used With synchronous motors; 
that is, explicit determination of the angle of the space 
current pointer fails in cases Where the measured current 
disappears. 

[0035] The foregoing disclosure has been set forth merely 
to illustrate the invention and is not intended to be limiting. 
Since modi?cations of the disclosed embodiments incorpo 
rating the spirit and substance of the invention may occur to 
persons skilled in the art, the invention should be construed 
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to include everything Within the scope of the appended 
claims and equivalents thereof. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for current regulation in a permanently 

eXcited synchronous motor, in Which a commanded current 
iR is controlled orthogonally to a magnet-Wheel ?oW, 
Wherein: 

from measured current of tWo voltage phases i1M and i2M 
a magnitude for a current-space pointer i AM is deter 
mined according to 

With the value iYS being determined according to 

2 
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an amount of a current error is determined according to 

6iA=|iR|_l-AM; 

the amount of the current error is added to the absolute 

value |iR| in a correction regulation; 

from the measured current of tWo voltage phases i1M and 
i2M and an angle command so of the current-space 
pointer, a measurement is determined for angle error, 
according to 

i6e=i1M-sin(eC)—iYS-cos(ec); 

and 

the angle error is added to the desired angle value via a 
correction regulation ec. 

2. A method for current regulation in a permanently 
eXcited synchronous motor, according to claim 1, Wherein 
said motor is adapted to actuate a rudder of a missile. 


